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Concern about the performance of wires in scaled technologies
has led to research exploring other communication methods. This
paper examines wire and gate delays as technologies migrate from
0.18-�m to 0.035-�m feature sizes to better understand the magni-
tude of the wiring problem. Wires that shorten in length as technolo-
gies scale have delays that either track gate delays or grow slowly
relative to gate delays. This result is good news since these “local”
wires dominate chip wiring. Despite this scaling of local wire per-
formance, computer-aided design (CAD) tools must still become
more sophisticated in dealing with these wires. Under scaling, the
total number of wires grows exponentially, so CAD tools will need
to handle an ever-growing percentage of all the wires in order to
keep designer workloads constant. Global wires present a more se-
rious problem to designers. These are wires that do not scale in
length since they communicate signals across the chip. The delay
of these wires will remain constant if repeaters are used, meaning
that relative to gate delays, their delays scale upwards. These in-
creased delays for global communication will drive architectures
toward modular designs with explicit global latency mechanisms.

Keywords—Capacitance, delay estimation, electromagnetic
coupling, inductance, interconnections, resistance, technology
forecasting, wire.

I. INTRODUCTION

At first glance, the future of wires in integrated circuit
technologies appears grim. Even optimistic projections with
copper technologies and low-dielectrics show that the
delay through a fixed-length wire increases as the base fab-
rication technology scales to smaller dimensions. Since gate
delays decrease under scaling, we see an ever-increasing
disparity between wire and gate delays. The popular graph
shown in Fig. 1, taken from the 1997 SIA roadmap [1],
illustrates this wire problem. The growing gap between the
wire and the gate performance trajectories has motivated a
number of papers that predict the demise of conventional
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Fig. 1. Gate and wire scaling, from 1997 roadmap.

wires or wiring methodologies and that call for new intercon-
nection methods.

However, this plot can be somewhat misleading. For ex-
ample, the “gate” delays shown are for unloaded single tran-
sistors (and thus claim 5-pS delays in a 0.18-m technology),
not for real logicaldevices.Also, thewiredelaysshownare for
fixed lengths, but as technologies scale, most wires shrink in
length.Tohelpunderstandthereal issueswithwirescaling,this
paperpresentsasetofperformancemetrics forwiresandgates
and then explores how these metrics change with scaling. The
results will show that there is indeed a wire problem, although
one not as simple as that implied by the SIA plot. As designs
scale to newer technologies, they get smaller and their wires
get shorter, and the relative change in the speed of wires to the
speed of gates is modest. Depending on the assumptions used
for transistor and wire performance, the delay ratio is close
to unity, and scaled designs should continue to improve with
technologies.Thisreasoninghasledsomeresearcherstoclaim
that there is no wire problem [2].
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Fig. 2. A fanout-of-four inverter delay.

But this positive scenario is for wires that span a fixed
number of gate pitches: as technologies scale, these wires
get shorter. The real wire problem arises with increasing
chip complexity and global communication costs. First,
as technologies scale, designers can pack more and more
modules on a chip. Each of these modules has manageable
wire problems, and these problems grow slowly, if at all,
with technology scaling. Yet, as the number of modules
per chip grows exponentially, the accumulation of wire
problems will quickly become unmanageable, unless the
number of problems per module decreases. Second, some
wires will not scale in length, and global communication
delays over these wires will indeed increase, though perhaps
not as dramatically as in the SIA plot. Even this slower
delay growth can present problems, since wire performance,
relative to gates, will continue to worsen. While designers
need to account for this multicycle chip-length wire delay,
these wires will not limit the cycle times of future chips.
In fact, compared to the board-level interconnects that they
replace, these on-chip global wires are still quite fast. To
understand these conclusions better, we start by looking at
performance metrics for gates and wires.

II. M ETRICS FORGATES AND WIRES

Wires affect a circuit in three ways: wire capacitance adds
load to driving gates; wire resistance, capacitance, and in-
ductance all add signal delay; and inductive and capacitive
coupling between wires adds signal noise. The significance
of these effects depends on gate characteristics, since only if
wire delays change relative to gate delays, or if signal noise
changes relative to gate noise margins, will designers need to
change the way they look at wire design. This section starts
by characterizing gates, and then moves to metrics for wires.
Once we have the basic parameters, we use them to eval-
uate noise coupling issues in Section II-B3 and overall per-
formance in Section II-D.

A. Gate Metrics

Because transistors are very complicated devices, we
want a simpler set of metrics to use in this study. Designers
use transistors in a very limited set of topologies; static and
dynamic CMOS gates dominate digital designs, so metrics
that characterize these gates will suffice. As a measure of
gate delay, we use the delay through an inverter driving
four identical copies of itself, shown in Fig. 2. Since this
gate has a capacitive fanout of four, we will call this delay
a “fanout-of-four inverter delay,” or simply anFO4. In a
0.18- m technology, an FO4 is about 90 pS under worst
case environmental conditions (high temperature and low

).

Fig. 3. Gate delays, normalized to FO4s.

Fig. 4. Calculating resistance.

The utility of FO4 metrics is that any combinational delay,
composed of many different static and dynamic CMOS gate
delays, can be divided by an FO4, and this normalized delay
holds constant over a wide range of process technologies,
temperatures, and voltages. Fig. 3 shows the delay of dif-
ferent CMOS circuits over a number of recent process tech-
nologies. Thus, to understand how gate delays will scale, we
need only estimate how the delay of a loaded inverter will
scale, a much simpler task.

B. Wire Metrics

Wires have three important electrical characteristics: resis-
tance, capacitance, and inductance. For the forseeable future,
their delay and noise behavior, including transmission-line
effects, can be well modeled using these three characteris-
tics. All three depend on the wire’s geometry and its position
relative to other surrounding structures. In this section, we
will briefly describe each of these characteristics.

1) Resistance:All wires have resistance, representing
the ability of the wire to carry a charge flow. Aluminum
wires have a resistivity of 3.3 mcm, while thin-film copper
wires have a resistivity of 2.2 mcm. Resistance (per unit
length) is simply calculated as the material resistivity
divided by the conductor’s cross-sectional area. Because of
a thin barrier layer on three sides needed to prevent copper
from diffusing into surrounding oxide (see Fig. 4), a wire’s
resistance as technologies migrated from Al to Cu did not
quite decrease by 50%, although it did drop significantly.
The barrier thickness for today’s 0.18-m generation is 17
nm [3]. Given the simple relationship between resistance
and geometry, it is the easiest wire parameter to calculate;
the following equation assumes a conformal barrier layer
whose thickness on the sides equals that on the bottom:

(thickness barrier)(width 2 barrier)
(1)

Skin effects for the vast majority of on-chip wires are not
significant, since wires are less than a few skin depths thick
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Fig. 5. Isolated and realistic capacitance models.

and wide. At 1.5 GHz, a frequency that corresponds to a
signal transition time of about 100 pS, copper’s skin depth
is 1.7 m, which exceeds most wire dimensions.

Interconnections between metal layers (plugs or vias) for
aluminum wires were made of tungsten, and tended to be
fairly resistive; in a 0.25-m process, a M1–M2 via resis-
tance was about 5 and vias from M5 down to the substrate
added up to more than 20. This may seem large consid-
ering a 1- m-wide, 1-mm-long M5 line itself had a total re-
sistance of only 20 , but designers usually arrayed many
vias together to reduce plug resistance at the cost of inter-
layer congestion. In most cases, electromigration checks re-
quired long wires to have arrayed vias anyway. Copper pro-
cesses improve on this situation by pouring the vias out of
copper at the same time as the wires are deposited. These
copper vias are much less resistive and do not need to be as
aggressively arrayed, although some recent experience has
shown that copper vias have their own electromigration con-
cerns [4].

2) Capacitance:All wires have capacitance, repre-
senting charge that must be added or removed to change
the electric potential on the wire. Many analytical models
approximate the capacitance of a wire over a plane; more
accurate ones combine a bottom-plate term with a fringing
term to account for field lines emerging from the edge
and top of the wire. However, wires today are often taller
than they are wide, and will grow even taller to reduce
resistance as technologies scale. At minimum pitch their
side-to-side capacitances are a significant and growing
portion of the total. Capacitance is thus better modeled by
four parallel-plate capacitors for the top, bottom, right, and
left sides, plus a constant term for fringing capacitance, as
shown in Fig. 5 [5]. The vertical and horizontal capacitors
may have different relative dielectrics in technologies that
use low- materials [6]

thick
spacing

width

fringe (2)

The “far” plates for the top and bottom capacitors are typi-
cally modeled as being grounded, since they represent a col-
lection of orthogonally routed conductors that, averaged over
the length of the wire, maintain a constant voltage.1 Capaci-
tors to the left and right, on the other hand, have data-depen-
dent effective capacitances that can vary: if the left and right

1This capacitance would be multiplied by an appropriate factor if the
orthogonal wires switched simultaneously and monotonically, as with a
precharge bus.

neighbors switch in the opposite direction as the wire, the ef-
fective sidewall capacitances double, and if they switch with
the wire, the effective sidewall capacitances approach zero.
This effect, known as “Miller multiplication,” is modeled by
varying the parameter in (2) between zero and two. These
left and right neighbors are also the worst offenders for noise
injection. The fringe term depends weakly on geometry and
for today’s 0.18- m technologies is about 40 fFm. For the
very top layers of metal with no upper layers, we can use
three parallel plates with extra fringing terms on the two hor-
izontal capacitors.

3) Inductance: No handy closed form models exist
for on-chip wire inductance, as they do for resistance or
capacitance. Extracting inductance is a complicated task;
we usually think of the inductance of a loop, and a changing
magnetic flux through it induces a current on the loop. This
view of inductance cannot be applied directly to on-chip
wires, however, since we do not always know what wires
will form the “loop.” If we send current down an on-chip
wire, for example, the return currents may flow in adjacent
wires, parallel power supply buses, or even the substrate.
In fact, because return currents will flow in the paths of
least impedance, the actual return paths will change with
the frequency content of the signal. At low frequencies,
low-resistance power buses, even if relatively far away, are
low-impedance ( ) and return currents will
use them, creating fairly large loops and implying higher
inductance. At high frequencies, far-away return paths have
higher impedances, and return currents will bypass them to
return in local, capacitively coupled wires, implying lower
inductance.

To get around this problem of return path ambiguity,
today’s tools define return paths to be at a fixed common
reference,2 and the resultant “partial inductances,” when
combined with wire capacitances, can yield accurate results
inside circuit simulation [7], [8]. Most of these tools still
overestimate inductance since they assume that all of the
current uniformly flows to the end of the wire, while in
very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits, current actually
returns through distributed and end-load capacitances [9].
The greater problem with inductance extraction is data
explosion: since inductance falls with distance very slowly
inside the return loop, wires that are separated by several
pitches—or by several wires—can couple inductively.
So for each extracted wire we must calculate the mutual
inductance to all neighbors within several pitches, and the
amount of data to extract and simulate quickly becomes
unmanageable. Various sparsification schemes try to reduce
this data without making the resultant coupling matrices
unstable [10], [11].

A number of publications have proposed criteria for
whether or not inductive effects are important; they essen-
tially boil down to whether or not the signal near-end rise
time is much faster than the propagation velocity down the
wire, and whether the attenuation constant ( ) is

2The common return path can be arbitrarily picked, so long as it is consis-
tent. The most (mathematically) convenient return path is at infinity; how-
ever, visualizing the resultant loop can be challenging.
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greater than one [12]–[14]. For the vast majority of on-chip
wires, these criteria show that self-inductance is negligible.
However, because they all focus on the self-inductance of a
single wire, they ignore the much worse problem of noise
coupling. Noise, which depends on , is not as
easily characterized and will be discussed in more detail
later.

C. Signal Coupling

As was mentioned earlier, wires affect both circuit delay
and robustness. This section looks at some of the coupling is-
sues for VLSI wires, and the following section looks at delay
and wire bandwidth. Coupling noise is a serious problem for
a chip designer, since both mutual capacitance and induc-
tance terms for wires can be large.

To understand the magnitude of coupling noise problems,
we need to compare the induced noise to the noise margins
of the receiving gate. Static and dynamic CMOS gates are
voltage controlled—they switch their output voltage when
the input voltage exceeds some threshold. Thus, we are con-
cerned about the voltage noise on the wire relative to the
voltage margins of the receiving gates.

Capacitance noise coupling is a larger effect so we will
look at it first. The large aspect ratios of modern wires
mean that for a wire surrounded by neighboring wires
on either side, the cross-capacitance to these sideways
neighbors dominates the total capacitance; sideways cap can
exceed 70% of the total. When these sideways neighbors
(the “attackers”) switch, the current that flows through the
coupling capacitors must then flow through the center wire
(the “victim”), inducing noise on it. The familiar model of

gives a pessimistic upper
bound on the noise, since this is the noise voltage only if
the victim line is left floating. Many recent papers have
modeled this noise more carefully and have shown that the
noise voltage depends on both the coupling capacitance to
total capacitance ratio as well as on the ratio of the strengths
of the gates driving the two wires [15]–[17]. A convenient
model simple enough for first-order hand calculations is

(3)

where and are the time constants of the attacker
and victim drivers, respectively. If the attacker has a much
smaller time constant than the victim (and is hence much
stronger), the noise approaches the pessimistic worst case.
Typically, however, the transition times of different gates
are matched, which gives an attacker-to-victim time constant
ratio that is greater than one. If the two wires are identical,
with identical drivers, the time constant ratio will be set by
the difference between the effective resistance of a MOS
transistor in the saturated region, driving the aggressor wire,
and a transistor in the linear region, trying to hold the value
of the victim wire stable. This ratio is usually between two

Fig. 6. Bus coupling noise model.

Fig. 7. Attacker and victim inputs, decomposed.

and four,3 which greatly reduces capacitive coupled noise for
most nodes.

However, the limitation of this model is that it does not ac-
count for distributed line resistance. Adding this effect makes
deriving analytical results difficult, leading researchers to
use approximations like lumping the wire resistance with the
driver resistance [16]. However, for the special case where
the wires are identical, the most common case where cou-
pling is a problem, there is a way to view the problem using
superposition that gives a simple and intuitive view of cou-
pling. This model starts by assuming that the driver resis-
tances are the same, as shown in Fig. 6.

The key to the analysis is to break the driving input into
a symmetric, or even mode, input (both sides are driven by
a ramp), and an antisymmetric, or odd mode, input [at-
tacker driven by ramp and the victim driven by ].
In the even component, both attacker and victim see a half-
amplitude input, and since the two lines now have identical
responses, the coupling capacitors conduct no current and
can be zeroed out. In this case, the response at the end of
the victim is the same as that of a single wire in isolation,
with total line capacitance .

For the odd component, the attacker sees a positive half-
amplitude step, and the victim sees a negative half-ampli-
tude step. In this case, the two lines have exactly opposite
responses, so the coupling capacitors see twice the voltage
difference and can be replaced by double-size capacitors re-
ferred to ground. Thus, we can once again treat the victim
wire as an isolated single wire, with total line capacitance

.
The combination of the even and odd modes, as in Fig. 7,

will place a full step on the attacker driver and hold the victim

3The ratio hinges on the degree of velocity saturation of the attacking
transistor. Since nMOS gates suffer more from velocity saturation, the ratio
for nMOS gates is generally closer to 4.
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driver to ground, so we need only add the two decoupled re-
sponses to get the true victim waveform. In other words, the
victim response can be written as the sum of two isolated wire
responses, one with no coupling, and the other with double
coupling. These two isolated responses can be derived from a
number of models, ranging from simple single time-constant
exponentials to more complicated moment-matched asymp-
totic waveforms [18]. The key idea is that symmetry prop-
erties allow us to break the highly coupled circuit into two
isolated circuits that are more easily handled.

Although this model requires identical driving resistances
for attacker and victim, we can avoid this limitation by ob-
serving that a driving resistor that sees a step input can be
transformed into a larger (weaker) resistor by using a slower
exponential input. In other words, from the perspective of
the downstream wire, a properly chosen exponential input
driven into a resistor is almost indistinguishable from a step
input driven into a larger (weaker) resistor. Thus, if we use
an appropriate exponential input instead of a step input, and
the smaller (stronger) victim resistance for both of the wire
models, we will effectively increase the attacker driving re-
sistance while maintaining the proper victim resistance.

The mathematical derivation, using simple single-time
constant models for the wire responses, is unrewarding and
not shown here, but it reduces to a peak noise given by4

(4)

where and is the ratio of attacker to
victim driving resistances (typically between two and four).
For reasonable wire lengths, the driver resistance ratio does
a good job of attenuating the noise pulse, making it a small
issue for static CMOS circuits. However, capacitance cou-
pling is a large problem for weakly driven nodes, and com-
puter-aided design (CAD) tools must be used to check for
coupling on such weakly driven or dynamic nodes.

Noise from inductive coupling can also present problems
for VLSI wires. The current flowing down the aggressor wire
generates a magnetic field which causes a backward return
current to flow in the victim wire. Inductive coupling pushes
the victim in the opposite direction from capacitive coupling:
a rising attacker capacitively couples a victim up, but in-
ductively couples the victim down. While capacitive cou-
pling is mostly a “nearest neighbor” phenomenon, induc-
tive coupling has a much larger range. Inductive noise be-
comes a problem only when a large number of wires switch
at the same time in bus-like situations [19]–[21]. The worst
case noise vector would have multiple wires switching, with
near neighbors switching in one direction, and far neighbors
switching in the opposite direction. This causes the capaci-
tive and inductive noises to add, and the accumulated noise
can be enough to cause failures [20].

Designers cope with inductive coupling by adding power
planes or densely gridded power supplies to reduce the

4Note that this formula reduces to a slightly different result than (3) when
the wire resistance is 0 (i.e., whenM = 0). In these cases, this equation
gives a better result.

number of wires that can couple into a victim. Power planes,
or dense power grids, effectively reduce both self and mutual
inductances for wires in the direction of the grid, since they
provide very nice return paths within a few micrometers
of the wire itself and thus limit the extent of the magnetic
coupling [22]. Most companies have design rules for buses
to limit the inductive noise to acceptable levels.

D. Delay and Bandwidth

Now that we have discussed wire characteristics, we can
summarize the wire performance with delay and bandwidth
metrics. The delay of a gate driving a wire comes from a
simple formulation

Delay

(5)

This is only an approximation, since it ignores slew rates: if a
preceding wire is long enough that its end voltage slews very
slowly, it will degrade the delay of the next gate.

This model does not include any explicit inductive terms
and assumes that delays are dominated byeffects. Induc-
tance can have four effects on delay, some more important
than others. First, signal propagation on a wire, or the local
speed of light, is set by , in ps/mm. Thus, when the front
end of a wire switches, the far end of the wire cannot begin to
switch until at least . With typical on-chip inductance
numbers around 2–5 nH/cm [23], however, terms dwarf
this effect. Second, over-driving wires with too-large gates (a
commonfailureofsomesynthesis tools)cancause wires
tobecomeunderdampedandtheresultingwaveshapetohavea
delaypoorlypredictedbyadominant timeconstant.How-
ever, keeping driver fanouts reasonable (i.e., at least four and
higher for resistive lines)keepswireresponseswellwithin
domains and the “sharpening” effect of inductance to within
a small percentage of total line delay. Third, inductive cou-
pling, much like capacitive coupling, can push out delay by
forcing a victim to absorb induced transients before swinging.
Designers can very roughly approximate this effect by mod-
ulating the term in a manner analogous to capacitive
Miller-multiplication; this zeroth-order approximation is ex-
tremely crude and does not scale, but it has the virtue of being
easily integrated into existing tool flows. Fourth, inductance
can force return currents into tighter loops with higher resis-
tivity than wider loops. This extra “return path resistance,”
oftenoverlooked,canbesignificant,anddesignerscan include
it by increasing the term. These last two effects are the
most important, but they are also very geometry-dependent,
so we will not include them in the discussions below.

The first term in the delay equation above is about 1FO4,
because simple sizing heuristics aim for gate sizes to have a
fanout of about four for optimal delay [24]; such sizing rules
avoid huge gates for really long wires since wire resistance
will shield downstream capacitance. We will also assume that

for long wires in excess of 1 mm. Our metric
for delay is therefore simply 1FO4 . These
assumptions do not hold for wires driving large or many gate
loads, such as repeated wires (which we will consider later)
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Table 1
Sample1=2R C Delays, 0.18�m Technology

or control wires driving each bit of a wide datapath. Repre-
sentative delay numbers for a 0.18-m technology are shown
in Table 1; this table lists a worst case delay capacitance
number.

As Section III-B describes in more detail, modern tech-
nologies optimize their metal layers for three different tasks.
The lowest level metals are used for local interconnections;
the semiglobal wires, on midlevel layers of metal, typically
run within functional units; the global wires, on the top layers
of metal, route power, ground, and global signals. The wire
delay for all three classes of wires are given in the table.

For a copper 0.18-m technology, long unbuffered wires
with small loads are not too slow. A 10 mm route takes

FO4s on local wires, but FO4s on
semiglobal lines, and only FO4s on global wires.
Significant gate loads can increase this delay, and using re-
peaters can decrease it; repeaters will be discussed in more
detail later.

We can also estimate the bandwidth of an unbuffered wire
by asking how long we must wait between successive transi-
tions on a wire. If we switch a wire once, we need to wait until
residual currents from that transition have mostly died away,
or else we will see intersymbol interference when we switch
it again. We can do this by waiting for three propagation de-
lays before sending the next signal. This is enough time for
the output to transition past 90% of its final value. In (6),
we assume the propagation delay to be a gate delay (1FO4)
plus the distributed wire delay. Increasing a wire’s pitch will
monotonically increase that wire’s bandwidth, since it de-
creases the wire product, leading to the misleading re-
sult that fatter wires are always better. Therefore, we will ac-
tually examine the bandwidth across a routing area. In this
case, making wires excessively fat will reduce the number of
wires available, and hence potentially reduce bandwidth over
that area:

FO
Blockwidth
Wirepitch

(6)

This formulation allows us to examine unrepeated band-
width in both local and global contexts. For module-length
wires, we run semiglobal layer metals across a square that
holds around 50 000 gates. For global wires, we run top-level
metals across the entire die and thus consider the bandwidth
across a die-sized square.

Fig. 8 shows module and global unrepeated bandwidth.
In (6), the left-hand 1/delay term rises with increasing wire
pitch, but the right-hand “number-of-wires” term falls with
increasing pitch. Whether or not designers should increase
the wire pitch depends on the wire length: if the wire is short
enough that its delay is dominated by gate delay, then the
bandwidth improvement from increased pitch tends to be less
than the bandwidth degradation from fewer wires. If the wire

Fig. 8. Unrepeated BW, 0.18-�m technology.

Fig. 9. First-order repeater model.

is long enough that its delay dominates gate delay, then band-
width is improved by increasing pitch. In Fig. 8, we see that
increasing wire width does not improve local bandwidth, but
it slightly improves global bandwidth.

The long delay and low bandwidth of the global wires
clearly indicates a problem caused by the large resistance of
these wires. Fortunately, there is a simple way to dramati-
cally reduce the effect this resistance has on circuit perfor-
mance—we can break these long wires into a number of
shorter segments by adding gain stages between the seg-
ments. These stages are called repeaters.

1) Repeaters:Since the delay of an uninterrupted wire
grows quadratically with wire length, designers can add re-
peating elements periodically along the wire. This makes
total wire delay equal to the number of repeated segments
multiplied by the individual segment delay; total wire delay
is hence linear with total wire length. A first-order model of
repeaters is shown in Fig. 9, where is the driver resistance
in m, is the width of the driver transistor, and
are diffusion and gate resistances per unit width, and

are wire resistance and capacitance per unit length,
is the repeater segment length, andis the pmos-to-nmos
sizing ratio [25].

This first-order model leads to a total wire delay of

(7)

Taking the derivative with respect to , after setting
, leads to segments that are long enough that

their intrinsic wire delay equals a repeater stage delay.
For unloaded wires and inverter-repeaters, this implies a
propagation latency of FO1 pS/mm, with a
FO1 equal to the delay of an inverter
driving an identical copy of itself (with typical diffusion
capacitances, a FO1 is one-third a FO4). The repeaters
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Fig. 10. Repeated and nonrepeated lines, 0.18-�m technology.

tend to be area- and power-hungry, however, since this
derivation (which is independent of technology generation)
leads to repeaters whose gate capacitances are 60% of each
segment’s wire capacitance, for a driver fanout of 2.7. In a
0.18- m technology, for example, these are global wires 2.5
mm (28 k ) long, driven by 100 m (1100 ) gates.5

A better repeater strategy would optimize the delay–power
product (or, equivalently, the delay–capacitance product).
This leads to segments that are longer by 1.7and gates
that are smaller by 0.6. The repeaters thus have gate
capacitances that are 20% of the wire segment capacitance,
for a more reasonable driver fanout of 5.8. The propagation
latency rises by about 13%, but the total capacitance falls
by 30%. Again, the derivation is independent of technology.
In our 0.18- m example, these are wire segments 4.25 mm
(48 k ) long, driven by 60 m (660 ) gates. Sometimes,
however, noise considerations prevent us from running such
long segments between repeaters.

Fig. 10 shows example delays of unloaded semiglobal and
global wires in this technology. In this figure, the wires ter-
minate in very small loads.

From a design perspective, inserting repeaters into a design
canbecomplicated.First,using invertingelements requiresan
evennumberofrepeaters toavoid logic inversionsonthewire.6

Second, repeaters for global wires require many via cuts from
the upper-layer wires all the way down to the substrate, poten-
tiallycongestingroutesoninterveninglayers.Third,designers
are rarely afforded the luxury of placing repeaters in their op-
timal locations; since they require active area, designers usu-
ally floorplan repeaters in clusters. Finally, even with delay-
power optimizations, repeaters are still large devices, and re-
peating an entire bus takes an impressive amount of silicon
area. Fortunately for these last two complications, delay and
capacitance curves for repeater insertion have fairly shallow
optimizations, so that adding or removing a single repeater
stage, moving repeaters back and forth, or resizing repeaters
have fairly small costs.

Repeated wires offer substantially increased bandwidth.
After sending one signal down a wire, we only need wait until
that signal fully transitions on the first repeater segment be-
fore we send the next signal; the bandwidth of a repeated wire

5Here, a� represents half of a gate length. Describing distances in�’s is
convenient because�s are technology-independent units.

6Designers may opt to use buffered repeaters, which are two inverters
back-to-back. The delay-optimal design for such repeating elements shifts a
bit: segments are 87% longer since the repeating element has more delay, and
overall propagation delay is about 14% worse. However, inserting buffers is
logically easier.

Fig. 11. An Intel 0.18-�m technology [26].

does not depend on the entire wire length. Also, increasing
the wire width makes the segment length longer but does not
change the segment delay, so wider wires only reduce the
number of available routing tracks and hence do not improve
bandwidth. In our previous example of bandwidth, using re-
peaters increases local bandwidth by 1.6, and global band-
width by almost a factor of 10.

III. T ECHNOLOGY SCALING

Before we look at how technologies will scale, we will first
look more closely at a contemporary 0.18-m technology
to set some of the geometry assumptions that we will use
when we explore scaled technologies. Our 0.18-m baseline
technology has six layers of copper interconnect, with upper
layers wider and taller than lower ones. The lowest metal
layer, M1, has the finest pitch and hence the highest resis-
tivity, and it predominantly connects nets within gates or be-
tween relatively close gates. The middle layers, M2 through
M4, have a wider pitch than M1 and connect both short-
and long-haul routes, typically within functional units. The
top layers, M5 and M6, have the widest pitch and hence the
lowest resistivity and they usually carry global routes, power
and ground, and clock. Fig. 11 shows typical pitches for these
various layers in technology-independent’s, where a is
half of the drawn gate length. The features at the upper layers
are clearly much grosser than the comparatively tiny features
at the bottom of the picture.

In our baseline technology, local wires have a pitch of 5,
semiglobal wires a pitch of 8, and global wires a pitch of
16 . Details are shown in Table 2. We will use these pitches
(in ) for our scaled technologies.

We see two different approaches to looking forward. First,
one could consider technological limitations, and forecast
wire and gate performance from projected roadblocks. The
1994 SIA roadmap did this, and used limitations such as
oxide thickness and clock frequency scaling to arrive at pro-
jections of wires and gates [27]. The risk with this approach
is that clever people will figure a way around some of these
limitations and exceed the projections; a glance back at the
1994 roadmap shows that this indeed happened, and the in-
dustry has advanced far beyond the 1994 predictions.

Second, one could simply project from current trends,
without regard to potential looming technical obstacles. The
1997 SIA roadmap followed this strategy and extrapolated
from recent history to guess at future wire and gate per-
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Table 2
Dimensions for Our Example 0.18-�m Technology

formance [1]. Such a strategy often requires miracles and,
indeed, the 1997 roadmap forecast clock frequencies that
will be difficult, if not impossible, to achieve.

In our approach, we hedge our bets by making not a single
prediction of technological scalings for wire characteristics
but rather a range of predictions. We will use both aggressive
and conservative scaling projections to bound future param-
eters, and hope that by doing so, we will encompass a broad
enough range that actual wire performance will fall within
these bounds. In the discussions below, we will show results
for both aggressive and conservative scaling; not only does
this give us a better chance of predicting future performance,
it also helps us determine the sensitivity of these trends.

A. Gate Delay Scaling

Historically, gates have scaled linearly with technology,
and an accurate model of recent FO4 delays has been
360 pS at typical and 500 pS under worst case
environmental conditions (typical devices, low , high
temperature). Fig. 12 shows FO4 delays for a number of
different process technologies running at the worst case
environment corner. This trend may continue for future
generations of transistors, since devices seem scalable down
to drawn dimensions of 0.018m [28]. Whether or not such
devices obey the above delay model is uncertain, because of
issues in scaling gate oxide, and . These concerns
mean 500 pS is a lower limit for future FO4 delays.
Since we are considering wire delays relative to gate delays,
faster gates provide the worst case for wire issues, and thus
we will use this model as our gate delay projection.

Other device parameters, such as gate and diffusion capac-
itance, are assumed to scale nicely. We assume gate capaci-
tance, now around 1.5–2 fFm, will stay constant; although
this would seem to demand too-thin gate oxides, high-di-
electrics may allow more aggressive scaling of the effec-
tive [29]–[31]. We project diffusion capacitance to stay
at about half gate capacitance for legged devices, although
trench technologies and/or SOI can reduce this dramatically
[32].

To predict chip clock cycle times under process scaling,
we can examine the number of FO4s per cycle. Fig. 13 shows
some historical data from Intel microprocessors for various

Fig. 12. FO4 scaling (typical, 90%V , 125 C).

Fig. 13. Historical FO4s per clock,�86 machines.

microarchitectures ranging from the nonpipelined 80 386 to
the out-of-order execution PentiumPro [33].

Current machines cycle between 20 and 30 FO4s per
clock, and the upcoming Pentium4 microarchitecture and
the aggressive Compaq/DEC Alpha chips sit at around 14
to 16 FO4s per clock [34], [35]. This may look misleading,
since the Pentium4 processor, at 1.4 GHz in an 0.18m
process, would appear to have a cycle time of 714 pS and
an FO4 of 90 pS, or 8 FO4s per clock. However, some
technologies have an that is significantly smaller
than the base technology feature size. For example, the
Intel 0.18- m process, because of poly profile engineering,
ends up with an of 100 nm [36]. (This is not the
same as saying that “electrical gate length is smaller than
physical gate length,” since the narrowing of is due
not to diffusion undercut, but rather to poly notches. In fact,
the electrical gate length for this process will be smaller
still, although is irrelevant to our FO4 model, which
uses physical gate length.) Hence, our model would more
properly estimate FO4 delays for the Intel 0.18-m process
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Table 3
Optimistic Gate Delay (Typical Devices, LowV , High
Temperature) and Clock Scaling

as pS, giving the Pentium4 processor 14
FO4s per clock.

However, extrapolating future clock cycle times from
Fig. 13 can lead to unrealistic predictions: a linear fit
would lead us to expect clock cycles of 6–8 FO4s per clock
within a few generations. Such fast-cycling machines pose
two circuit design problems. First, timing overhead for
latch-based designs becomes a prohibitive fraction of the
clock cycle when the system runs faster than 16 FO4s per
clock. Although some circuit strategies exist for mitigating
clock skew overhead [33], synchronization penalties will
still represent an ever-increasing percentage of the available
time as the cycle time shrinks. Second, and more impor-
tantly, generating a clock that spins at 8 FO4s per clock is
extremely difficult, since the rise and fall times of a clock
wave take more than 2 FO4s to fully transition. A clock that
tries to rise and fall within 8 FO4s will appear sinusoidal
in nature and be susceptible to power supply-induced jitter
and other timing uncertainties. In the following discussions,
we will set the number of FO4s per clock cycle to be 16, as
shown in Table 3.

B. Wire Scaling

Wire scaling is difficult to predict because of the greater
number of physical parameters that govern wire electrical
characteristics. To capture a reasonable range of possible
wire futures, we will choose a set of conservative and ag-
gressive scaling parameters. The conservative projections as-
sume limited technological improvements, such as low-di-
electrics scaling at 0.9 and hence at the 0.035m tech-
nology reaching , and that thin-film copper is the
lowest resistance metal available. The aggressive projections,
assuming scaling down to 1.4 and bulk copper resistivity,
will be more in line with the 1997 SIA roadmap. The re-
cent 1999 SIA roadmap’s more middle-of-the-road projec-
tions fall in between these two extremes [3].

In both sets of scaling projections, we will maintain the
semiglobal pitch to be 8 and the global pitch to be 16.
The chip edge length is growing but slower than the scale
factor . These dimensions, along with chip edge length,
are shown in Table 4. However, because of performance and
power delivery constraints, designers may choose to give the
very top layers of metal a thickness and pitch that stays con-
stant in micrometers. These global wires thus scale upwards
in size relative to the rest of the metal layers, and will have
superior current-carrying and delay characteristics, enabling
global delays to scale with gate delays. Such “superwires”
were first envisioned by Song and Glasser [37] for electro-
migration and voltage drop considerations. Our discussion
does not assume their usage.

Table 4
Wire Dimensions Scaling

1) Resistance:Resistance grows under scaling, since the
width and height both scale down, although the height does
so more slowly as the aspect ratio grows. Our optimistic
scaling pushes the aspect ratio at the expense of coupling
capacitance, and introduces bulk copper resistivity at the
70-nm generation. The conservative scaling limits the aspect
ratio to control coupling and assumes the best metal to be
thin film copper. Concerns about future scaled resistances are
twofold [38]. First, the barrier layers, if not well conformed
to the edges of the conductor, may end up much thicker on
the bottom than on the sides, and thus dramatically decrease
the available cross section. Recent advances in atomic layer
deposition, however, may enable very conformal barrier
layers at a cost of decreased fabrication throughput. Second,
as wires get thinner and thinner, and approach a thickness
equal to the mean free path of electrons, their edges present
scattering targets for the electrons. These carrier collisions
effectively reduce the mobility, up to around 10% in copper
[38]. The numbers in Table 5 and Fig. 14 show a dramatic
increase in resistance under technology scaling.7

2) Capacitance and Inductance:Capacitance decreases
very slowly with technology due to projected advances in
low- dielectrics. The conservative scaling projections cap
the aspect ratios to keep the sidewall capacitance less than
75% of the total capacitance. The aggressive scaling projec-
tions also keep this ratio under 75% despite an aspect ratio
that approaches 3, due to the aggressive low-dielectrics
placed in between wires and not in between wire layers [6].
The fringe terms for the different process generations came
from fitting the capacitance equation (2) to results from a
field solver [39]. The numbers shown here in Table 6 and
Fig. 15 are for worst case delay; the side-to-side capacitances
are “Miller-multiplied” by a factor of 2 to simulate the si-
multaneous switching of adjacent wires. The table and figure
show that capacitance does not change much over time, and
that the aggressive and conservative scalings are not that dif-
ferent.

Like capacitance, inductance per length should be roughly
constant with scaling. In fact, the rising aspect ratios of the
wires will cause the value to slightly decrease. More impor-
tant than the wire aspect ratio is how the power and ground
networks scale, since current returns limit the inductive cou-
pling of the wires. While the design of the supply is chip-de-
pendent, the trend is for denser power distribution networks
to lower the supply impedance for each technology shrink
[40]. About a 2 reduction in supply impedance is needed

7One way to reduce wire resistance significantly is to actively cool the
chip. Although currently expensive, refrigeration can lower copper resis-
tance by almost an order of magnitude as temperatures drop from 300 K to
77 K.
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Table 5
Resistance Scaling

Fig. 14. Resistance scaling.

in each generation to maintain the same relative amount of
supply noise [41].

3) Noise: Noise coupling, both capacitive and inductive,
should be mostly unchanged under scaling as long as the
wires scale in length. In both the conservative and aggres-
sive scaling scenarios, the ratio of sidewall to total capaci-
tance is held to at most 75%. The overall capacitive coupling
noise thus depends on the scaling of the ratio of the wire re-
sistance to the driver resistance. If the wire lengths scale, the
wire resistance scales down either slowly (conservative) or
more rapidly. Since the driver resistance is relatively con-
stant with scaling, this leads to a coupling noise relative to
the power supply (and hence to gate noise margins) which is
either constant or slowly scaling down. If the wire lengths re-
main constant, the increase in wire resistance will cause the
coupling noise to increase slightly. This increase in noise for
long wires is another reason to use repeaters.

Inductive noise, depending as it does on a superposition
of terms, stays constant relative to the power
supply for scaled-length wires. This is because the mutual
inductance, , stays constant per unit length, so that the total
mutual inductance scales down with shorter wires. The total
capacitance, and thus total current, also scales down, so the

term stays constant. Thus the product of the two scales
downward, along with the power supply .

For wires that do not scale in length, inductive noise can
grow relative to the power supply, but more likely than not,
these wires will be repeated. Repeaters break up the current
return paths effectively, making each repeated segment inde-
pendent from the rest, and preventing inductive noise from
growing over technologies.

C. Delay and Bandwidth

In discussions about wire delays under technology scaling,
we need to make an important distinction between two kinds

of wires, shown in Fig. 16. The first kind of wire connects
gates locally within blocks, and when devices (and blocks)
get smaller, these wires get shorter. The second kind of wire
connects blocks together and usually spans a significant part
of a die; when devices and blocks get smaller, these wires
typically do not shrink.

1) Wires that Scale in Length:Since wires that scale
in length have both resistance and capacitance multiplied
by a length scaling factor, they show essentially a constant
wire resistance and a falling wire capacitance. The delay of
these kinds of wires thus scales with technology, as shown
in Fig. 17. This figure shows the delay of a wire that spans a
block of 50 K gates. For the aggressive projections, the wire
delays scale with gate delays until the 0.05-m generation,
and then grow slowly. For the conservative projections, wire
delays get 4 worse than gate delays over six technology
generations. This increase in wire delay will of course be
smaller if gates do not follow the aggressive scaling that we
have assumed.

2) Wires that Do Not Scale in Length:These kinds of
wires do show an increasing delay disparity with gates; over
technology scaling, the wire delay , relative to
gate delays, roughly doubles each generation, for both ag-
gressive and conservative scaling trends. Fig. 18 shows the
delay of 1 cm wires relative to gate delays on a log scale.
Fortunately, designers avoid such long wires running across
a chip, and use various mitigating techniques, such as re-
peaters, wider wires, or wire layer promotion (pushing crit-
ical wires to a higher, and thus better, wire layer). The next
section provides data for the delay of a repeated fixed length
wire.

3) Repeated Wires:From Section II-D1, we saw that
the propagation delay of a repeated wire is proportional to
the geometric mean of wire delay ( ) and a FO1
delay. Under scaling, wire capacitance is largely unchanged,
and resistance grows just slightly faster than gate delays fall.
Thus the repeated propagation delay is basically constant
under technology scaling: for global wires, this delay
changes from about 55 pS/mm in a 0.18-m technology to
around 80 pS/mm in a 0.035-m technology, a change of
less than 1.5 over six technology generations (see Fig. 19).
That propagation delay is unchanged in pS/mm under
scaling often surprises designers, and it highlights the notion
that wires themselves are not degrading in performance as
much as chip complexity and performance are outpacing
what wires can offer.
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Table 6
Capacitance Scaling

Fig. 15. Capacitance scaling.

Fig. 16. Some wires scale in length; some do not.

Fig. 17. Wire delays (in FO4s) for scaled-length wires spanning 50
K gates.

Designers will rarely use global wires without repeaters,
so the reachable distance per clock will be set by repeated
wire velocity. Fig. 20 shows how far a signal can reach
within a clock. The importance of this distance lies in
implicit versus explicit architectural latencies: spans that lie
within the reachable distance per clock need not be broken
into pipestages or otherwise synchronized across cycles,
while spans that cannot be crossed within a clock will have
architecturally explicit latencies. On the left side of Fig. 20,
we show this reachable span in micrometers, while in the
right side we show it in s. Notice that although the reach-
able span is decreasing in absolute distances, the logical
span in is essentially constant over many technology
generations, supporting the earlier conclusion that designs
that shrink will have nicely-scaled performance. Again,

Fig. 18. Wire delays (in FO4s) for fixed-length wires 1 cm long.

Fig. 19. Repeated propagation velocity (optimal delay-cap).

Fig. 20. Reachable distance per clock, repeated global wires.

the problem is one of growing complexity; as technologies
scale, each die will have many, many mores per edge.

The bandwidth of repeated semiglobal and global wires
over a range of technologies is shown in Fig. 21. Conser-
vative and aggressive projections make no difference in this
graph since under optimal repeating, the segment delay is a
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Fig. 21. Bandwidth of repeated wires over scaling.

fixed number of FO4 delays, so we only show one set of pro-
jections.8

IV. I MPLICATIONS

One interesting view of wire scaling is that the real
problem is not with the wire, but rather with the increasing
complexity that scaling enables. The previous section
showed that if the length of the wires scales with technology,
the magnitude of the “wire problem” is small. The main
problem is with wires with increasing logical span—wires
need to communicate across more and more gates as tech-
nology scales, and these wires cannot keep up with the
scaling gate delays. Wire delays are greatly improved by
using repeaters, yet at best this makes the delay constant,
which still means that compared to a gate these wires are
getting effectively slower. It is these slower wires and the
increasing total number of wires on a chip that will force
changes in the way we design chips and the tools used to
support design.

A. CAD Tools

Wire parameters are very important in determining a gate’s
performance, since they both increase gate loading as well
as add intrinsic wire delays. In a normal CAD design flow,
synthesis of the logic for a module occurs before gate place-
ment. Since the CAD tool does not know exact wire lengths
and capacitive loads, it synthesizes initial logic structures and
netlists using fanout-based wire load models, usually sup-
plied by library cell vendors. These wire load models come
from statistical analyses of past designs and represent the
median of the wire load distribution for each fanout. How-
ever, post-layout wire capacitances have Poisson distribu-
tions with a narrow peak around the statistical length and
long tails. Fig. 22 shows the discrepancy between post-layout
and statistical wire load models for a small design, where nets
are sorted by fanout and then by capacitance.

Thus, even though synthesis reasonably estimates the wire
load of the multitude of shorter wires, it highly underesti-
mates the longer nets. These longer nets will be driven with
underpowered logical structures and have unaccounted in-
trinsic wire delays. Thus, they may not meet timing closure
through layout optimization techniques. These longer nets
that potentially break the CAD design flow are called “wire

8The segment length is a function of both gate delays and wire parameters,
and hence differs between aggressive and conservative scalings. In all cases,
the segment length is shorter than the edge of a 50 K gate block, so it does
not change the offered bandwidth.

Fig. 22. Estimated and actual wire loads for a sample 0.5-�m
design [42].

Fig. 23. Scaling with and without CAD tool improvements.

exceptions,” and dealing with these exceptions is a time-con-
suming process for designers.

We have seen already that for a given block that scales to
a new process technology, the performance of wires in the
block scales nicely, since the wires get shorter. Said differ-
ently, the wire exceptions in a block get only slightly worse
under technology scaling. Thus, were we to simply scale a
design from one technology to another, then the wire prob-
lems would be largely unchanged and our existing CAD tools
would be sufficient: wire exceptions would still be painful,
but they would not be much harder or more complicated.

However, designers rarely simply scale a design. They
usually take advantage of the larger number of available
transistors and wires to increase functionality or perfor-
mance. But this increase in design complexity means that if
CAD tools are unchanged, and if each block still generates
a fixed number of wire exceptions, then the exponentially
increasing number of blocks will spawn an unmanageable
number of wire exceptions, as illustrated in Fig. 23. Since the
cost to fix each wire exception can be measured in designer
days, unless the CAD tools improve to reduce the number
of exceptions per block, productivity will limit design time.

This need to handle larger designs without growing the
design team is driving a number of new CAD tools to better
support long wires. These include better wire load predicting,
more accurate and explicit wire resistance modeling, and
combining synthesis and layout. Much current work explores
these areas, especially in layout-driven synthesis [42]–[46].
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These tools can deal with wires with significant wire delay,
thus decreasing the number of exceptions, and will be able
to handle the potential slow growth in wire delay relative to
gate delay. With these new CAD tools, module level wires
should not be an issue.

B. Architecture

The previous sections described an interesting set of con-
straints for digital systems architects of the future. Architects
can view their job as translating vast amounts of silicon real
estate, filled with transistors and wires, into system perfor-
mance. However, technology scaling changes the nature of
the fundamental building substrate. So architects themselves
must adapt to these changes in the underlying technology.

In many ways, wire quality is not degrading. The number
of logic gates reachable in a cycle will not change signif-
icantly,9 and wires will continue to provide ever-increasing
on-chip bandwidth. But this picture ignores the exponentially
growing number of gates on a chip; we are reaching or have
reached a point where more gates can fit on a chip than can
communicate in one cycle. Said differently, the absolute dis-
tance that a signal can travel in a clock cycle has been de-
creasing exponentially for a long time, but it has never mat-
tered since this distance has been larger than a chip—until
recently.

That on-chip communication has been cheap for a long
time has driven a number of architectural models relying
on low-latency communication to shared global resources.
Programmers find these models attractive, since they pro-
vide the most uniform computational framework and the best
functional unit utilization. This focus on function rather than
communication is pervasive and is the fundamental concep-
tual roadblock to overcome in the future. If we take our cur-
rent architectures and try to increase their complexity, those
designs will encounter problems. These problems will arise
because our current architectures are function-centric and
implicitly assume that global communication is extremely
cheap or free [49], [50].

In older technology generations (around 2.0-m pro-
cesses), few functional units actually fit on a die, so maximal
use of these few functional units was paramount. Fitting
all the needed functions on the chip was the critical design
goal. The number of gates that fit on a chip was less than
50 K, the size of today’s synthesized blocks. Global wires
were not a problem—the logical span of the longest wires
were quite short. Wire resistance was not an issue.

As technologies improved, wire resistance remained
small, but the increasing capacitance of long wires became
significant. Floorplanning of high-performance designs
became an important design step, so that proper device
sizing could keep communication costs low. Designers not
needing maximum performance could still ignore wires,
and they used ASIC tool flows which did synthesis first,
followed by placing and routing of the design. Continued

9As mentioned in Section III-A, the number of FO4s per cycle will be dif-
ficult to scale below 8. Thus it is likely that the scaling of FO4s per cycle will
slow considerably from the current rate. This will further keep the change
in the number of reachable gates per clock small.

technology scaling led to the situation where global wire
delays were nontrivial but still much less than a clock cycle.
In this design period, the programming model remained one
of globally shared resources, but with microarchitectures
increasingly partitioned. For example, the instruction fetch
unit, while logically part of the datapath, physically migrated
to the cache to minimize branch latencies. The address adder
in many machines was duplicated: one in the datapath where
it logically belonged, and a smaller version near the data
cache to generate the cache index, again to reduce latency.
Wires delays were still modest (much less than a cycle), and
these microarchitecture changes were mostly invisible to the
user.

Designers developed many tools and methodologies to
handle the increasing importance of wires during this period
(the beginning of submicrometer design), including analyt-
ical wire models and more accurate AWE simulation;
floorplanning techniques such as delay-driven segregation
of local and global routing; and local circuit generation tech-
niques such as layout-driven synthesis. Today’s 0.18-m
technology designs utilize some or all of the above tech-
niques. While local routing within reasonably sized blocks
has negligible wire delays, global routes between such
blocks are closer to half a cycle. The cost of communication
is becoming more explicit. Chips are partitioned early in the
design process, and the delays of global lines are rolled into
timing models.

As the complexity of digital systems has continued to in-
crease, architects have responded to higher communication
costs by further partitioning the internal microarchitecture
and adding internal latency (internal pipe stages) in loca-
tions that they think will least damage machine performance.
While some researchers imply that the delay of global wires
sets cycle times [23], [47], [48], in high-performance ma-
chines this is clearly not the case; communication on these
global wires is simply pipelined. This additional internal la-
tency allows the machines to absorb the penalty of on-chip
wires while still taking advantage of their offered high band-
width. These added latencies are now visible to the user, but
have small effects on the programming model. For example,
in the Alpha 21 264 processor, the integer unit is partitioned
into two clusters, and the latency for communicating between
these clusters takes an additional cycle [51].

What will happen as on-chip wire delay takes multiple cy-
cles is still an open question. A recent publication [52] gives
a number of different visions of billion-transistor chips and
shows the active debate in the computer architecture field
about whether or not increasing communication costs can be
hidden in machine microarchitecture. We believe that this
will not be possible, and that more explicitly parallel ma-
chines, in which communication is expressed explicitly at the
architectural level, will migrate on-chip.

Building machines that have better scaling properties
is already an active area of research. These machines are
often constructed from processing nodes that do not grow in
complexity with technology. Instead, as technology scales,
the number of these processing nodes on the chip grows,
along with an on-chip communication network. The design
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of each processing node is similar to current designs where
some attention is paid to communication issues, but the
primary focus is still on functionality. However, at the chip
level, the communication between the processing nodes is
the main focus. This shift from monolithic architectures to
more modular ones is also attractive from the standpoint of
complexity management and design costs [53]. Examples
of such research projects include the UC Berkeley IRAM
and IDisk programs, where large servers are built from
large numbers of small processors and disks [54], [55];
the MIT RAW project, which exposes the computation
and communication costs directly to the compiler for it to
schedule operations [56]; and the Stanford Smart Memories
project, which is building a flexible collection of processing
nodes, memory, and interconnect fabric to support a wider
variety of programming models efficiently [53]. These are
only a few of the many research projects in this area.

V. CONCLUSION

The view of wire scaling presented is not completely sur-
prising; VLSI designers have long known that while local
wires scale in performance, global and fixed-length wires
do not. However, the CAD and architectural implications
of wire scaling are often misunderstood or overlooked. De-
sign tools and methodologies, despite the fact that scaled de-
signs scale in performance, will still be pushed hard for im-
proved long-wire-handling capabilities, or else the exponen-
tial scaling of chip complexity—and wire exceptions—will
destroy design productivity. Architectures, rather than being
pushed away from synchronous systems, will be driven to-
ward explicit accounting for global latencies and modularity
in computation and design.

In some ways the problem that future designers face is not
that scaled wires are fundamentally bad, but that our expec-
tations of wires are unreasonable. There is an effective signal
speed for on-chip wires, and chip designers need to learn
how to deal with it. Since wires have never been completely
free at the board- or system-level, future chip design will be
very similar to board-level design today; however, instead of
dealing with chips on a board, we will be dealing with pro-
cessing cores on a single die.
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